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Abstract
Though pronunciation pedagogy went through drastic fluctuations until mid-1980s, since then
the overall attitude towards its role and instructional prominence as a potent and essential
communicative element has remained consistent. Developing functional intelligibility,
communicability, increased self-confidence, the development of speech monitoring abilities
and speech modification strategies for use beyond the classroom have been its the main goals.
Nowadays, pronunciation pedagogy seems to be adopting a more humanistic orientation by
taking into consideration some affective variables derived from psychology and
neuro-linguistics programming (NLP). This paper emphasizes the need for teaching
pronunciation to gain full communicative competence and the importance of incorporating the
findings of other disciplines, such as psychology, NLP, technology as well as
socio-psychological issues including identity, ego boundary or interpersonal relationships in
pronunciation teaching.
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1.

Introduction

The importance of pronunciation in successful communication has been emphasized by many researchers.
Fraser (2000), for instance, argues that:
Being able to speak English of course includes a number of sub-skills, involving vocabulary,
grammar, pragmatics, etc. However, by far, the most important of these skills is pronunciation;
with good pronunciation, a speaker is intelligible despite other errors; with poor pronunciation,
a speaker can be very difficult to understand despite accuracy in other areas. Pronunciation is
the aspect that most affects how the speaker is judged by others, and how they are formally
assessed in other skills (p. 7).
According to Gilner (2008, p. 93), “pronunciation is an integral aspect of communicative competence
(Morley, 1991) that can influence the desire to use the language (Guiora, 1972) as well as the quantity and
quality of input received and output produced (Fraser, 2002)”. Brown (1991) maintains that “no one would deny
the importance of pronunciation as a contributor towards learners’ proficiency in English” (p. 1), and that
“learners are clearly aware that poor pronunciation represents a considerable barrier to their success in English”
(p. 1). For Madden and Moore (1997, p. 3), “pronunciation is the most obvious and unavoidable marker of a
language learner’s proficiency”, and for MacDonald (2002, p. 3), “pronunciation is a key element of the learning
of oral skills in a second language”. Derwing, Rossiter, and Munrol (2002), refer to the fact that pronunciation
accuracy may also help escalate one’s social status since speaking with a foreign accent may be degraded and
stigmatized by native speakers and, therefore, ESL/EFL learners may forfeit their true standing and thus, result
in social and/or professional discrimination. While there is a debate among those who favor teaching
pronunciation and those who are against teaching pronunciation, most language teaching experts would agree
that comprehensible pronunciation is a common feature among all successful language learners, and
intelligible/comprehensible pronunciation is deemed to be necessary for each and every user of the target
language (Zemanova, 2007). Furthermore, some researchers (e.g., Gilbert, 2008; Schwartz, Markoff, & Jain,
1991; Thompson, Taylor, & Gray, 2001; Wrembel, 2001) have stressed the importance of incorporating the
findings of other disciplines such as psychology, neurolinguistics, technology, and multiple intelligence in
teaching English pronunciation.
2.

Current issues in pronunciation teaching

2.1 Shift of focus from teaching and teachers to learning and learners
There has been a prominent shift within the field of language teaching and learning with greater emphasis
being put on learners and learning rather than on teachers and teaching over the last twenty years. In parallel to
this new shift of interest, a move from specific linguistic competencies to broader communicative competencies
has emerged as goals for teachers and students (Morley, 1991). The need for the integration of pronunciation
with oral communication, a change of emphasis from segmentals to suprasegmentals, more emphasis on
individual learner needs, meaningful task-based practices, development of new teacher strategies for the teaching
and introducing peer correction and group interaction were emphasized within the field of pronunciation
teaching (Castillo, 1991). Research has revealed that the teaching of segmental phonemes isn't enough for
intelligibility in communication (Cohen, 1977).
Traditionally the emphasis of instruction was on specific linguistic competencies but, more recently this
focus has changed to broader communicative competencies. Further, it is important to recognize that for many
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learners “the development of improved L2 pronunciation remains a primary goal” (MacDonald, Yule, & Powers.
1994, p. 76). Thus, pronunciation should play an important role in any language learning experience.
Morley (1991) identified 7 significant changes in theoretical paradigms - in learning models, linguistic
models, and instructional models - that inform much of the state-of-the-art work in the field today:


From a language learning perspective of “outside in”, to one of “inside out”; that is, a new concept of
language acquisition that views the learner as the active prime mover in the learning process.



Following from this altered conceptualization of the learning process, a movement from a focus on the
group, to an increasing focus on individual learner differences and individual learning styles and
strategies.



From a focus on language as simply a formal system, to a focus on language as both a formal system
and a functional system, one that exists to satisfy the communicative needs of its users.



From linguistic preoccupation with sentence-level grammar to a widening interest in semantics,
pragmatics, discourse, and speech act theory.



From an instructional focus on linguistic form and correct usage to one on function and
communicatively appropriate use.



From an orientation of linguistic competence to one of communicative competence.



From a global-competence concept to a set of detailed competency specifications and the introduction
of an especially useful model that brings together a number of viewpoints in one linguistically
oriented and pedagogically useful frame work: (a) grammatical competence, (b) sociolinguistic
competence, (c) discourse competence, and (d) strategic competence.

These developments have led to a wide variety of changes in virtually all aspects of ESL/EFL, including the
area of pronunciation teaching. For example, pronunciation could no longer be taught merely as a set of rules but
instead as part of an overall system of communication.
2.2 Intelligibility vs. nativeness
Pronunciation research and pedagogy have long been influenced by two contradictory principles; the
nativeness principle and the intelligibility principle. The nativeness principle holds that it is both possible and
desirable to achieve native-like pronunciation in a foreign language. The nativeness principle was the dominant
paradigm in pronunciation teaching before the 1960s, but its influence was rapidly diminished by research
showing that nativeness in pronunciation appeared to be biologically conditioned to occur before adulthood
(Lenneberg, 1967; Scovel, 1995), leading to the logical conclusion that aiming for nativeness was an unrealistic
burden for both teacher and learner. Despite extensive ongoing research into a critical period for acquiring
pronunciation, in practice very few adult learners actually achieve native-like pronunciation in a foreign
language. Factors such as motivation, amount of first language (L1) use, and pronunciation training are
positively correlated with more native-like pronunciation, but none of these other factors seems to overcome the
effects of age (Flege & Frieda, 1995; Moyer, 1999). Furthermore, 'perfect' or near-native pronunciation raises the
question of which target model is to be used, be it British English, Australian English, etc. Whichever model is
chosen, such a level is virtually unattainable for many learners and also “not a necessary condition for
comprehensible communicative output.” (Morley, 1991, p. 498). Further, such a level may not be desirable to the
learner who wants to keep their L1 identity.
The intelligibility principle implies that different features have different effects on understanding.
Instruction should focus on those features that are most helpful for understanding and should deemphasize those
that are relatively unhelpful (Levis, 2005). According to Morley (1991, p. 488), “Intelligible pronunciation is an
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essential component of communication competence”. For this reason, teachers should incorporate pronunciation
into their courses and expect students to do well in them. Teachers should pay attention to reassessing learner
needs and learners’ goals, instructional objectives, and learning / teaching methodologies. They should attach
importance to current directions in language learning and teaching theory and pedagogy. They should be
primarily concerned with how pronunciation fits into communicative language teaching. Intelligibility means
whether an utterance is understood by an interlocutor or not. It is often measured by having listeners transcribe
utterances (Munro & Derwing, 1995).
Indeed, intelligibility is the degree to which a listener can understand what is being said or in the words of
Kenworthy (1987) “intelligibility is being understood by a listener at a given time in a given situation” (p. 13). In
recent years, investigations have been conducted to assess how various aspects of pronunciation make
contributions to intelligibility. For example, prosodic features play an important role in both accent ratings and
intelligibility scores (Anderson-Hsieh, Johnson, & Koehler, 1992; Munro & Derwing, 1995). More specifically,
primary sentence stress (Hahn, 2004), word stress (Field, 2005; Zielinski, 2008) and speaking rate (Munro &
Derwing, 2001) affect intelligibility. As for segments, some consonants and vowels have more importance or a
higher functional load than others (Catford, 1987; Munro & Derwing, 2006) and are thus more critical to
comprehensibility. Thornbury (2008) also agrees that intelligibility is more important in English pronunciation.
To him “intelligibility (i.e. being understood) is more important than sounding like a native speaker”. He also
suggests that while teaching, teachers should give special attention to pronunciation whether it is intelligible,
receptive, in context, teachable etc. (p 162). Penny Ur (1996) notifies that the aim of the pronunciation is not to
achieve a perfect imitation of native accent, but simply to get the learner to pronounce accurately enough to be
easily and comfortably comprehensible to other speakers.
There should be emphasis on meaningful communication when teaching pronunciation to the students.
Without adequate pronunciation skills, the learner's ability to communicate is severely limited. Morley (1991, p.
489) states that not attending to a student's pronunciation needs, “is an abrogation of professional responsibility”.
2.3 Identity and pronunciation
Accent is influenced not only by biological timetables but also by sociolinguistic realities. In other words,
speakers speak the way they do because of the social groups they belong to or desire to belong to. The role of
identity in accent is perhaps as strong as the biological constraints. Accent, along with other markers of dialect, is
an essential marker of social belonging. The pull of identity is also strong for NNSs of a language. Jenkins (2000)
describes how same-L1 NNS pairs pronounce English with a greater number of deviations than do pairs of
speakers from different L1s. This tendency toward convergence, even when it means speaking English with more
deviant pronunciation, indicates the importance of identity. Gatbonton, Trofimovich, and Magid (2005) try to
clarify how ethnic group affiliation is a critical factor in pronunciation accuracy. They argue that inaccuracy may
reflect neither lack of ability nor interest but rather social pressure from home communities nor other students
who speak their L1. In fact, speakers who are too accurate risk being seen as disloyal to their primary ethnic
group.
2.4 Interdependence of pronunciation and other skills
Gilbert (1984) contended that the skills of listening comprehension and pronunciation are interdependent. If
learners cannot hear English well, they are cut off from the language. If they cannot be understood easily, they
are cut off from conversation with native speakers. Noteboom (1983) also has suggested that speech production
is affected by speech perception; the hearer has become an important factor in communication discourse. This
shows the need to integrate pronunciation with communicative activities; to give the student situations to
develop their pronunciation by listening and speaking. The current research and the current trend reversal in the
thinking of pronunciation exhibits there is a consensus that a learner's pronunciation in a foreign language needs
to be taught in parallel to the communicative practices for the learner to be able to communicate effectively with
86
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native speakers (Otlowski, 1998). According to Levis and Grant (2003), pronunciation should be a part of a
speaking and listening class, and yet it often isn’t.
2.5 Pronunciation and focus on form
Today, pronunciation issues can be dealt with as they arise following an incidental focus-on-form approach
in the communicative classroom. As Hardison (2010) puts it, teachers can also choose vocabulary and pedagogic
tasks that would seed the content of a lesson with a particular segmental or suprasegmental issue (e.g., intonation
in questions); in doing so, it would be presented and practiced in contextualized meaningful communication.
From a theoretical perspective, some second language acquisition researchers assume that recasts can
simultaneously provide both positive and negative evidence without compromising communicative flow. This
allows for second language learners to make cognitive comparisons between their non-target-like forms and
target-like reformulations during meaningful discourse (Long, 2007). Other researchers, however, have argued
that recasts might not be the most effective type of feedback, at least for the development of L2 morphosyntax,
because it has been contentious to what degree learners can succeed in perceiving the negative evidence
presented in recasts (Lyster, 2007). With respect to L2 pronunciation errors, however, the corrective intention of
recasts as negative evidence is unambiguous. Several observational studies have found that learners tend to
generate more successful repairs following pronunciation-focused recasts than morphosyntax-focused recasts,
and to perceive the corrective intention of these recasts. In adult EFL classrooms, Sheen (2006) noted that
although pronunciation-focused recasts occurred much less frequently (21.0% of the total number of recasts)
than morphosyntax-focused recasts (51.5%), students repeated the former with a higher rate of successful repair
(91.8%) than the latter (70.8%).
2.6 Autonomous pronunciation learning
In parallel to the emergence of autonomous language learning, many innovative pronunciation teachers have
attempted to move towards autonomous pronunciation learning. Such teachers motivate their students to become
autonomous learners. Since students cannot always find the chance to ask their language teacher for help in real
life contexts, they should be stimulated to come to a stage where they can make their own decisions about their
own pronunciation learning. Students can be actively involved in their own learning. If the teacher teaches the
students how to transcribe words by using phonetic symbols, students become autonomous to some extent in that
they may look up their monolingual dictionaries when not knowing how to pronounce a word in the target
language. Moreover, motivating students to use computer-assisted pronunciation teaching programs can lead to
autonomous pronunciation learning and hence may contribute to the improvement of the pronunciation of the
students in the target language. However, it should not be forgotten that students are semi-autonomous
pronunciation learners since it is the language teacher who selects the most appropriate computer-assisted
pronunciation teaching program relevant to the needs and expectations of an individual student (Hismanoglu
2004).
3.

The impact of other disciplines on pronunciation

3.1 Technology
There has recently been an increasing interest in the use of technology for the teaching of pronunciation.
Various types of computer hardware have been introduced and a number of studies show a growing interest
among language teachers and researchers in the benefits of computer assisted pronunciation pedagogy
(Albertson, 1982; Chun, 1989; Molholt, 1988; Molholt, Lane, Tanner, & Fischer, 1988; Pennington, 1988;
Perdreau & Hessney, 1990). Many empirical studies have stressed the effectiveness of this technology in
second/foreign language pronunciation teaching (de Bot, 1983; Dunkel & Rekart, 1991; Johnson, Schwartz,
Markoff, & Jain, 1991; Richmond, 1976; Vardanian, 1964; Weltens & de Bot, 1984). Because Computer Assisted
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Pronunciation Teaching provides students with a private, stress-free environment within which they can access
virtually unlimited input, practice at their own pace and receive instantaneous feedback through the integration
of Automatic Speech Recognition, it can be accepted to be beneficial to second/foreign language learning
(Hismanoglu, 2006).
3.2 Psychology
The impact of the discipline of psychology can be seen in current trends in pronunciation teaching. Since
pronunciation is very sensitive to emotional factors (Brown, 1995) and that its nature is strongly related to
students' ego, identity and the level of self-confidence, new trends in teaching pronunciation put a strong
emphasis on the affective domain of learning to counterbalance the traditional focus placed exclusively on
intellectual learning. An ideal receptive learning state comes into being when a student is physically relaxed,
emotionally calm and mentally alert. Research findings show that a relaxed frame of mind and a degree of
confidence pave the way for a correct production of target language sounds. Hence, establishing a
non-threatening student-friendly environment is amongst main concerns of modern pronunciation instruction.
Efficient ways of reducing stress related with pronunciation practice and dealing more efficiently with learners'
emotions are based on the use of drama techniques. It is through drama techniques that learners become more
expressive and more willing to experiment with sounds or intonation patterns. A commonly used strategy
involves assuming an English or American identity and putting on a strong native accent, as if becoming a
different dramatic persona (Wrembel, 2001). Gilbert (2008) refers to psychological factors in pronunciation and
contends that:
There are also psychological factors that affect the learning of pronunciation in ways that are
not so true of studying grammar or vocabulary. For one thing, the most basic elements of
speaking are deeply personal. Our sense of self and community are bound up in the
speech-rhythms of our first language (L1). These rhythms were learned in the first year of life
and are deeply rooted in the minds of students. Therefore, it is common for students to feel
uneasy when they hear themselves speak with the rhythm of a second language (L2). They find
that they “sound foreign” to themselves, and this is troubling for them. Although the uneasiness
is usually unconscious, it can be a major barrier to improved intelligibility in the L2. A teacher
can help overcome this psychological barrier and other challenges by thinking of the goal of
pronunciation instruction not as helping students to sound like native speakers but as helping
them to learn the core elements of spoken English so that they can be easily understood by others.
In other words, teachers and students can overcome the frustrations, difficulties, and boredom
often associated with pronunciation by focusing their attention on the development of
pronunciation that is “listener friendly.” After all, English pronunciation does not amount to
mastery of a list of sounds or isolated words. Instead, it amounts to learning and practicing the
specifically English way of making a speaker’s thoughts easy to follow (p. 1).
3.3 Neurolinguistics programming
Neurolinguistic programming is another perspective frequently advocated by innovative pronunciation
teachers since it deals efficiently with affective factors concerning learning pronunciation and facilitates an
accurate production of target language sounds. NLP is a collection of patterns and strategies based on a series of
underlying understandings of how the mind works and how people act and react. NLP's main concern is
neurological processes called states. According to NLP perspective, a desired state of mind, when learning
occurs naturally, could be induced through relaxation techniques such as breathing exercises or autogenic
training (i.e. guided imagery activities), which render learners emotionally calm and mentally alert and, at the
same time, help break down their ego boundaries.
The NLP perspective gives much prominence to the role of interpersonal relationships between the teacher
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and the learner. This meta-communication, i.e. rapport, linkage and authority, is believed to be especially
conducive to success in pronunciation learning. The process of learning pronunciation of a second language has
been demonstrated to be especially sensitive to suggestion. Sometimes referred to as educational hypnosis,
suggestion is one of key priorities in NLP. It can be defined as a desire to constantly suggest internal
representations that lead someone to facilitative states. Thus, the way teachers talk about acquiring good
pronunciation and the messages sent consciously or subconsciously to students include significant suggestive
communication patterns. NLP contributes to use language more efficiently so that through sending positive
messages and suggestions of success we can generate intended responses (Wrembel 2001, p. 3).
3.4 Multiple modalities and Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence
In recent years, the idea of approaching pronunciation teaching from different modalities (i.e. auditory,
visual, kinesthetic, tactile) has become very popular within the field of foreign language teaching. To present and
practice a sound from several perspectives is just basic stuff of good pronunciation teaching. Language teachers
should employ a multi-modal method in the pronunciation class; that is, every sound process should be taught as
a totality: visual + auditory + kinesthetic + tactile (though not necessarily in that order). Thus, students can have
the chance to strengthen their lesser modalities. For instance, any experienced pronunciation teacher knows that
to produce / r / and / l / well may require all modalities be engaged and sequenced. Students should hear the
distinction, feel the difference, consciously focus on the movement of lips and tongue, and probably focus on the
place(s) where the tongue comes into contact with the palate (Acton 1997).
Whether there is a sound relationship between effective foreign language pronunciation teaching and
Howard Gardner’s (1983) Multiple Intelligences Theory has been the primary concern of some researchers.
Some researchers have offered various pronunciation teaching techniques and activities related with each
intelligence type included within the theory. For example, Thompson, Taylor, and Gray (2001) present various
pronunciation teaching techniques and activities so as to help students develop effective target language
pronunciation. For example, for students with bodily/kinesthetic intelligence, techniques like tossing a ball,
using a rubber band, knee bending/body language, balloon squealing, etc. can be useful. Another example is
related to students with visual/spatial intelligence, techniques like using wall charts, using a mirror, card games,
and many others can be used. Moreover, for students with musical/rhythmic intelligence, techniques like using a
song, using kazoos and using musical notation may be utilized by the teacher.
4.

Conclusion

Recently, with intelligibility and comprehensibility being the prime goals of pronunciation teaching,
technological developments as well as the influence of other disciplines such as psychology, neuro-linguistic
programming, and multiple intelligences, the field of pronunciation teaching and learning has witnessed a
renewed interest from the researchers and practitioners alike. However, although nowadays majority of SLA
researchers and practitioners have agreed on the significant role of pronunciation as an essential part of
communication, it has not yet received the importance it deserves and there is a lack of systematicity and
consensus as to the inclusion and incorporation of the new developments in the real EFL/ESL classrooms. This is
reflected in Isaacs’ (2009) contention that “although pronunciation is considered part of linguistic form in the
literature on form-focused instruction, it has been paid little more than lip service by many SLA researchers, who
have tended to focus on grammar (p. 9).”
Various new developments in the field of pronunciation teaching presented in this paper share a number of
characteristic features. Today, this field is considered an interdisciplinary approach that takes into consideration
the role of affective factors and neuro-linguistics programming, appeals to different senses, takes advantage of
technology, integrates pronunciation teaching with listening and speaking skills, and makes effective use of
socio-psychological issues such as identity, ego boundary or interpersonal relationships. In other words, it seems
that pronunciation teaching is taking a more humanistic orientation. By taking advantage of these findings and
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informing teachers of the latest developments in the field, learners’ pronunciation needs and problems in
EFL/ESL contexts can be more effectively dealt with. Furthermore, teachers can involve their learners
intellectually, affectively, and physically in the process of learning pronunciation making it more effective and
interesting. Last but not least, pronunciation in a foreign language needs to be taught in parallel to the
communicative practices for the learner to be able to communicate effectively with native speakers.
5.
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